Airframe Adds
- Hourly inspections / maintenance
- Yearly inspections / maintenance
- Battery / Bulbs
- Fluids / Grease / Oxygen
- Avionics systems
- Exhaust systems

Wing
- Wing assembly
- Spar assembly
- Bracket assembly
- Skin assembly
- Fairing assembly
- Fuel sender assembly
- Aileron assembly
- Yoke assembly
- Weight assembly
- Flap assembly

Fuselage
- Skin assembly
- Canopy assembly
- Frame assembly
- Floor assembly
- Firewall assembly
- Support assembly
- Panel assembly
- Bracket assembly
- Angle assembly
- Closure assembly
- Housing assembly
- Door assembly
- Threshold plate assembly
- Plate assembly
- Duct assembly
- Catch assembly
- Link assembly
- Windshields
- Windows

Tail
- Fin assembly
- Rudder assembly
- Stabilizer assembly
- Elevator assembly
- Rib assembly
- Angle assembly
- Tab assembly
- Fairing assembly

Landing Gear
- Gear assembly
- Actuator assembly
- Arm assembly
- Plate assembly
- Bellcrank assembly
- Rod assembly
- Bungee assembly
- Bellows assembly
- Support assembly
- Wheel assembly
- Wheel half assembly
- Brake assembly
- Door assembly
- Rod assembly
- Tube assembly
- Valve assembly
- Cable assembly
- Bar assembly
- Hose assembly

Cabin Equipment and Furnishings
- Panel assembly
- Center post cover assembly
- Headliner assembly
- Bezel assembly
- Table assembly
- Fire extinguisher assembly
- Closeout assembly
- Air duct assembly
- Net assembly
- Hat assembly
- Stud assembly
- Light assembly
- Threshold plate assembly
- Cover assembly
- Sidewall panel assembly
- Armrest panel assembly
- Window panel assembly
- Forward panel assembly
- Window shade assembly
- Glare shield assembly
- Carpet assembly
- Seat assembly
- Belt assembly
- Horn assembly
- ELT assembly

Environmental
- Oxygen system assembly
- Air conditioning assembly
- Ice Protection System assembly

Fuel System
- Tank assembly
- Filter assembly
- Cable assembly
- Tube assembly
- Screen assembly
- Closeout assembly
- Plate assembly
- Support assembly
- Knob assembly

Controls
- Console assembly
- Switch assembly
- Quadrant assembly
- Cable assembly
- Selector assembly
- Arm assembly
- Elevator torque assembly
- Actuator assembly
- Rod assembly
- Cam assembly
- Harness assembly
- Pushrod assembly
- Bell crank assembly
- Controller column assembly
- Controller wheel assembly

Hydraulic Systems
- Actuator assembly
- Hose assembly
- Manifold assembly
- Tube assembly
- Cable assembly
- Pump assembly

Electrical
- Diode assembly
- Plate assembly
- Transducer assembly
- Bracket assembly
- Switch assembly
- Panel assembly
- Timer assembly
- Sensor assembly
- Light assembly
- Stall & gear horn assembly
- Pin assembly
- Relay assembly
- Components assembly
- Cam assembly
- Support assembly
- Regulator assembly
- Shunt assembly
- Contractor assembly
- Sender assembly
- Suppressor assembly
- Cover assembly
- Flasher assembly
- Stiffener assembly
- Instrument Panel assembly
- Annunciator assembly
- Meter assembly
- Coax assembly
- Harness assembly
- Overhead switch assembly
- Wire assembly
- Rectifier assembly
- Electrical panel assembly
- Navigation & strobe light assembly